Laser-induced photoacoustic detection of ozone at 266 nm using resonant cells of different configuration.
A highly sensitive pulsed photoacoustic (PA) spectrometer with different PA cell geometries was designed and fabricated in our laboratory to determine ozone detection at ppb level. The comparative performance and merits of these custom made cells were studied. The excitation source of PA spectrometer is a nanosecond pulsed laser at 266 nm (fourth harmonic of Nd:YAG laser) and a sensitive electret microphone as a photoacoustic detector. The sensitivity optimization of the PA system with different experimental parameters including the resonant acoustic modes of the 3 PA cells was carried out for the detection of ozone. The minimum detection limit for ozone achieved under our experimental conditions, with 3 PA cells were 10, 31 and 26 ppbV for cells designated as cell # 1, cell # 2 and cell # 3, respectively. This limit of ozone detection achieved in our work is quite appreciable to be able to detect ozone under safe permissible limits and the sensitivity achieved in our case is an order of magnitude better than earlier reports using sophisticated laser system like quantum cascade laser.